
 

The Battle of Britain: 80th anniversary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A pocket display to highlight Merton’s links  

to the Battle of Britain. 



 

 The Battle of Britain was a pivotal moment in the history of this country - helping to 

 prevent a planned invasion by German forces. Merton has several links to the  

 battle which took place between 10 July and 31 October 1940. 
  

 The borough has connections to senior Air Force commanders and technological 

 pioneers, whose genius and determination contributed to the final victory. 

 Many local men and women served in the RAF, the WAAF and the ATS during this 

 period. They piloted and transported planes, served as ground and support crew, 

 manned ant-aircraft guns and plotted the course of Allied and enemy aircraft at 

 sector control rooms. Factories across Merton were involved in making munitions, 

 aircraft parts and navigational aids. Local hospitals would also have been involved 

 in the treatment of wounded air crew and the victims of enemy bombing raids. 
  

 Local people (including several who were just children at the time,) recall watching 

 dog fights between Allied and enemy aircraft. Many remember people either  

 cheering in triumph, or recoiling in horror, as aircraft were engulfed by flame and  

 plummeted towards the ground. 
 

 On this 80th anniversary, it is important that we remember the courage and  

 sacrifices made by all those who played a part in this historic campaign. 



  
 
Lord Hugh Dowding ( 1882 - 1951 ) 
Dowding showed great courage as a First World War 
pilot and was also prepared to stand up for his men.  
As leader of No. 16 Squadron he famously clashed  
with senior commander, General Trenchard, over the  
need to rest pilots exhausted by non-stop duty. 
 
Following the formation of the RAF, Dowding gained  
valuable experience in training, supply, development  
and research. In 1929 he was made Air Vice Marshall.  
 
When his young wife died after two years of  
marriage, Dowding withdrew from society to focus on  
work and raising his young son. He was made  
Air Marshall in 1933 and knighted in 1934. 
 
As Chief officer of Fighter Command, he developed  
the Dowding system - integrated air defences  
combining radar, raid plotting and radio  
communication between aircraft and ground control. 
 
Dowding had been due to retire in 1939 but was  
persuaded to remain in post. During the build-up to  
war, he launched a design competition which led  
to the production of the Spitfire and the  
Hawker Hurricane. 
 



 

 

Blue plaque commemorating Air Chief Marshall Lord Dowding, 3 St. Mary’s Road, Wimbledon. 

Although nicknamed “Stuffy” by those under his command, Dowding was recognised as someone who 

cared for his men and fought for their interests. He was unwilling to sacrifice aircraft and pilots during the 

battle for France but organised air cover for the Dunkirk evacuation. 

The Dowding system and Hugh’s efficient control of Fighter Command ( including the careful use of  

resources and his determination to maintain a fighter reserve,) helped to win Battle of Britain. 

Dowding was forced to relinquish his command soon after the battle ended. He finally retired in July 1942. 

Between 1941 and ‘51 Lord Dowding he lived at 3, St Mary’s Rd. Wimbledon - a blue plaque was installed 

at the site of his former home in 2000. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Air_Chief_Marshall_Lord_Dowding_-_3_St_Mary%27s_Road_Wimbledon_SW19_7DF.jpg


 

17, The Grange, Southside, Wimbledon. 

This was once the home of Labouchere Bainbridge-Bell, one of the leading scientists responsible for  

developing British radar technology. His work was to prove vital in the RAF’s defence of the nation during 

the Battle of Britain. Awarded the Military Cross during the First World War, Bainbridge-Bell joined the  
Air Ministry scientific staff in 1936 and soon became part of the team responsible for improving Britain’s  
defences, including detection and early warning systems. 



 

Radar masts constructed during World War II. 

Keen to assess enemy capabilities, Bainbridge-Bell was sent to Uruguay in 1940, to discover if radar had 

been fitted to the Graf Spee, a notorious German battleship scuttled during the Battle of the River Plate.  

Claiming to be a scrap dealer, he managed to get access to the wreck and found proof of the enemy  

technology. British experts initially refused to acknowledge his findings but Bainbridge-Bell was later moved 

to the newly-established Admiralty radar development laboratories at Witley and was eventually given 

responsibility for all technical information services at the Admiralty Signal and Radar Establishment. 



 

The British Oxygen Company premises, 26 Deer Park Road, Merton. 

During World War II, this was the Rotax engineering works. In peacetime it made engine parts for everything 

from cars to motorcycles, however by 1940 it had switched to the production of cockpit indicators and  

navigational aids. These items were of key importance to the RAF during the Battle of Britain. 

A number of local factories in and on the periphery of Merton made aircraft parts to support the war effort 

- these ranged from parts for Spitfires and Hurricanes, to landing gear and pentodes used in the new radar 

technology. 



 

Sergeant Peter Walley RAF ( Auxiliary ) and his memorial at South Thames College, Morden Park. 

By the summer of 1940, 20 year old Walley of 615 Squadron, had been based at Kenley airfield for just 12 

days – it was then one of the key bases in the south east. During a mission on 18 August, his Hurricane 

P2768 was hit by fire from Messerchmitts whilst flying over the Worcester Park area. Walley struggled to 

maintain control of the crippled aircraft and succeeded in guiding it to open ground over Morden Park – he 

just managed to clear nearby housing only to crash in flames on the edge of park. Walley was killed and 

buried in a Commonwealth war grave at St.Luke’s churchyard, Whyteleafe, not far from Kenley base.  



 

Councillor Coombs, Mayor of Merton, Group Captain Sir Leonard Cheshire VC and members of the 

Walley family  at the unveiling of the memorial to Sergeant P K Walley, Merton College, May 1969. 

Speaking of  Peter Walley’s actions following the fatal damage to his aircraft, the Group Captain said  “it was 

not a desperate act – he had plenty of time to jump out if he had wanted to. But he remained where he was, 

thinking of others and he kept his head and he kept his skill and so saved others at the expense of his own 

life.”   



 

The remains of the original Cricketers Inn, London Road, Mitcham, 1940. 

This historic pub was destroyed by a delayed action parachute mine on 21 September. This was one of 692 

bombs dropped over Merton during 57 consecutive night raids. The first took place on 16 August 1940 but 

the main attacks started on 7 September, with deadly results. This was the first time that Britain had  

suffered air raids on this scale. During the Battle of Britain RAF pilots were charged with downing enemy 

bombers before they could reach their targets. 



 

Bomb damage to the Wimbledon Tyre Company, corner of Kingston Road and Montague Road. 

The Battle of Britain was not just limited to dogfights between fighter aircraft. German forces also began 

wholesale bombing - the infamous Blitz started during the latter stages of the battle period. 

On 16 August 1940 this site took a direct hit. 7 people were killed and the skies were filled with black smoke 

from burning rubber. This was just one of multiple properties bombed along Merton High Street and  

Kingston Road that afternoon - within a few minutes, 14 people were killed and 59 injured.  



 

Bomb damage in Richmond Avenue, Merton, September 1940. 

In addition to facing enemy fighters, RAF pilots also fought to stop enemy aircraft such as the Heinkel and  

Dornier bombers that were targeting both strategic and civilian sites. This image shows the devastation 

caused when a Junkers 88 hit houses after sustaining anti-aircraft fire. Parts of the downed plane were later 

salvaged and displayed near Wimbledon Town Hall to raise money for the Spitfire Fund. 



  

 

 

 

Craters left by enemy bombs during 

the Battle of Britain era. 

This shows properties in the  

Runnymede area of Colliers Wood,  

following an attack on 16 August 1940. 

There were numerous raids over 

Mitcham and Colliers Wood in the 

weeks just prior to the Blitz. 

On the same day enemy aircraft scored 

a direct hit on the Phipps Bridge area. 

Two houses were demolished, two  

others were badly damaged and  

ninety-six were partially damaged. 

Four residents were hospitalised but 

miraculously no-one was killed. 

 


